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Who is Octopus? 

 

 

Our “Octopus” just like the famous octopus named Paul, who in this football world championship 

became known for predicting the victors of several games, is a sage or oracle who is able to see the 

future victor in art. 

 

Project “Octopus”, which is standing on seven legs: Edmunds Lucis (Luce), Juris Andersons, Anda 

Poikane, Edgars Mucenieks, Dace Lucia K, Peteris Taukulis and Justine Luce. The tentacles of project 

“Octopus” have controversial characters but a united head - Evelina Vanaga. Its vision is of a 

constantly changing contemporary environment along with a subtle breath of future promise. 

 

The first project “Octopus” leg is consumed with self love. Just like Narcissus he enjoys his mirrors 

without forgetting he has a dark side.  

 

The second leg of “Octopus” is a crazy character like Buckaroo Banzai. Never satisfied, he wallows in 

the constant shadow of graffiti, flying his plastic urban power flag high like a weapon at a checkpoint 

of urban civilization. Like a page of a violent graphic novel he slashes and smears his plastic until it 

renders a signpost to the future.  

 

The third leg is majestic and strong; she might prefer to be made of the materials she chooses for 

her art which expresses to everyone its meaningful empathy.  

 

The forth leg chooses the path less traveled in an attempt to syntheses all media to blur the line 

between the senses. His manner is like a general at war which guaranties victory through the idea of 

equality.  

 

The fifth and sixth tentacles are quite young. They are maturing rapidly, while searching for their 

rightful place in a future cognitive of its quality.  

 

The seventh leg of project “Octopus” is an adventurer of spirit who has been in different latent 

dangers of ocean and whose sentimental thoughts find a never ending context within his work.  

 

Although every tentacle is unique they are united by fripenthal conglugation as their agreed form of 

expression.  

 

The eighth leg is lost. If you find it, please, let us know. 


